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ArtNoble gallery is pleased to present Zeitgeber (donatore di tempo), a group exhibition opening
on April 22nd at the gallery’s new location in Milan, Via Ponte di Legno 9.
zeitgeber is used in ethology to in
dicate a factor external to an organism, capable of synchronising its biological clock with
phenomenon whose greatest example is perhaps light, precisely because of its relationship
zeitgeber
zeit, time, and geber
participates in it, concerting the metamorphoses in chorus, those that occur in nature as
well as in fairy tales and myths, presenting itself as ‘spirit’, ‘agent’ or ‘entity’ in the stories

Thus Edoardo Manzoni’s sculptures, linked to the themes of mimesis, hunting and seduction,
also with respect to animal garments and their apparent dysfunctionality, lead the artist to
of karst landscapes.
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the text Coltivare la luce/Seminare la carta, the artist researches the suggestions, images and
tropisms that can be glimpsed in the arrangement of the works on show and in the artists’
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foglia_luce. Two photographic works that highlight how the process of plant phototropism
annihilates architecture in search of light, how nourishment and morphology are closely
linked by a ‘light phenomenon’.

In collaboration with
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ARTISTS’ BIOGRAPHIES
Giovanni Chiamenti

Simon Nicasz-Dean

on a series of prints, paintings and relief works that capture the radiant mobility of time.
Katherine Jones

lections around the world. Jones works by combining the traditional forms of intaglio and

.
Michele Guido
was selected during his studies for the Centro T.A.M. residency with Eliseo Mattiacci.
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currently a resident artist at Casa degli Artisti in Milan.
Giulia Mangoni

notions of memory and identity.
Edoardo Manzoni

Silvia Mariotti

book De uma estrala à outra published by Boite Edition.
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ZEITGEBER (DONATORE DI TEMPO)
Text by Michele Guido

able to mechanically scan and organise our time. Tracing seasonal rhythms, marking the
positions of our great star in relation to us. The same sun that before the Copernican re
where food, energy, life, is nothing but a matter of light.

the world and relocated in those temperate areas with Mediterranean climate, plants that

spaces are the result of the projections of hundreds of worlds in a single place.

this, we can easily say that the history of nature and the history of man coincide, as well
of stardust, we are made of the body of which all things in the world are made and we
.

. In the beginning was the image

2

.
And it is through this capacity for representation, the use of signs that is internal to nature
itself, that language and image not only produce, but reproduce the world, producing
kinds of knowledge, not all of which relate to history as we understand it, and indeed re

for which spring lasted eight thousand years and autumn eight thousand years. This is an
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between day and night.
changed, making domestication one of the most important turning points in the history
of mankind.

tion of the other.

homogeneous on the planet and global warming.
Agriculture creates a symbiosis between animal and plant species in a ‘natural habitat’

industries.
stiano hill a circular brick tower was built from the same earth as the place, dedicated to
the nymph Marica, protector of fresh waters. The sculptures included in the exhibition

between the woman who fertilises the earth through the furrow of the word, and the word
process of agricultural production is at two opposite ends, it is both the starting point as
well as the end point.
waters from which they emerge, like a fertile procession. Like the sap that Apollo, through
9
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water lily rather than a temple dedicated to it, a leaf that refers to the curious processes
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tosynthesis, imitating that substantial characteristic that distinguishes the plant kingdom.
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is accentuated thanks to the relationship between prey and predator, a subject that we will

They look like large tubers from which, ideally, the earth around them has been remo

between fullness and emptiness, extirpates his sculptures from the earth.
we think we are looking at a technical sculpture, entirely shaped by numerically controlled
machines. But if we look carefully at the two ‘roots’ that act as a support, we immediately

external shape.
They are monotypes made from glass plates that in some cases are charged with intensity

adhesion of the sheet to the glass matrix, to make it capture the necessary ink, imprints

metamorphic history imprinted on paper.

therefore a threshold, an element of protection and passage, of defence against glare, and
it is precisely this subtle limit which separates safety from danger that Katherine’s work
focuses on. The works iexhibited are the result of a series of drawings that are made to

incubator just like that of botanical gardens, zoos, aquariums, a space that reproduces
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ronment, as might be the case for example with the squirting watermelon, which creates
a pneumatic pressure in its fruits, so that when it is ripe it projects its seeds into space at
a speed of up to ten metres per second. The tomato, the melon, the pumpkin, are fruits
Katherine Jones presents to us in these works on paper.
eds.

materials, the same ones used to hunt wild animals. By subtracting the idea of trap, of
oneself.
these themes, taking up the courtship rituals, typical of sexual dimorphism, which allow

a means of communication. And this is only one example, because we could think of the
attraction, or the peregrine falcon that presents its prey as a trophy, during spectacular
aerial acrobatics, in order to become the prey of the female who chooses him for life.
question of strength, or for the continuation of the species, and then it is a question of

the concept of beauty!

kingdom, the hunt is always staged, but nothing happens. The main actors are missing
subtraction, absence and desire.
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whole engine for the hunting scene. The dog does not know how to hunt, it does not act
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mobile prosthesis that stands between prey and weapon. Being the most faithful, it lends

This is why there are also escape strategies, well present in the plant kingdom which, being

other trees, thus showing their superiority to the insects that might attack them at one of
the most delicate times of the year.
he succeeds. From predator he becomes prey, as Val Plumwood explains, who, attacked
can also be preyed upon.

history, before and after, twilight and dawn, body and air.

plants, on the wall, there are two photographic works from the Boutade series, which pre
of stimulating the memory of a tropical landscape, imprinted in her memory from recent
light of the photos becomes pictorial matter because the colour deposited on the paper by
the heads of a plotter is much closer to the practice of painting or sculpture than to that
adds colour matter to the paper. And the image that is deposited on the paper is not in the
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together.
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The audience is also called upon twice to see the entire process of the work in the exhibi
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growth of the plants, is projected onto the wall as the plants disappear.

countryside, but in the city! Those architectures that had been built in the countryside,

grow. The house became the ‘cradle’ of plants that annihilated walls and ceilings, growing

architecture, looking for a donor of time and light when the time to recreate natural ba
lances is gone. The light will perhaps become too strong and warm for our eyelids or our
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